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NOTES:

When you open Logic:

• Navigate to “Logic 〉〉 Preferences 〉〉 Audio.” Make sure the box beside “Core Audio” is

checked (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Logic Devices Settings

• Then click the “General Tab” (beside “Devices”). Make sure the box beside “24-Bit Record-

ing” is checked (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Logic General Settings

• Then navigate to “File 〉〉 Project Settings 〉〉 Audio.” Make sure “Sample Rate” is set to

“48 kHz” (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Project Audio Settings

Logic is essentially a more powerful version of GarageBand, but if you do not know what some-

thing in Logic does, click the “Quick Help” button and then hover your mouse over whatever you

want to know more about. If you still don’t understand something look on youtube - there are

literally thousands of video tutorials for all of these software programs now!
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1. Tools

As mentioned above, Logic Pro is basically a far more detailed, and powerful version of Garage-

Band. As such, most of what we covered in the GarageBand Tutorials is applicable here also. For

this reason these tutorials will just cover some of the extra features available in Logic Pro.

(1) Open a new, empty, Logic Pro project.

(2) Create an Audio track, making sure “Output” is set to “Output 1 + 2” (see Fig. 4).

Figure 4. New Track Window

(3) IMPORTANT: Save your project before you start editing anything.

(4) Drag an audio file onto the Audio Track.

(5) Form the “Command-Click Tool” drop down menu choose “Scissors Tool” (see Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Main Logic Window

(6) Hover the mouse over the audio file and hold “command.” Note how the mouse icon changes.

(7) Whilst still holding “command” click the mouse to splice the audio sample.
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(8) Cut, Copy, Paste, Duplicate, Move, etc. portions of your audio sample.

(9) Change the “Command-Click Tool” to “Fade Tool” (see Step 5).

(10) Hold “command” and hover the mouse over the left edge of a portion of your sample.

(11) Whilst still holding “command,” click and drag to the right to create a fade in.

(12) Repeat Steps 10-11, but this time create a fade out.

(13) Now hold “command” and click and drag across the division between 2 portions of the

sample to create a cross fade between the two portions (see Fig. 6).

Figure 6. “Fades” in Logic

(14) Change the “Command-Click Tool” to “Glue Tool” (see Step 5).

(15) Select one portion of the sample, and then hold “shift” and select a second - both should

be highlighted.

(16) Now hold “command” (note how the mouse icon changes again!) and click one of the 2

portions to join them (See Fig. 7)1.

(17) Repeat Steps 15-16.

(18) Create some volume automation (see GarageBand Audio Sample Tutorials 4).

(19) Change the “Command-Click Tool” to “Automation Curve Tool.”

(20) Hold “command” and click and drag your automation to create a curve (see Fig. 8).

(21) Repeat Steps 19-20.

(22) Change the “Command-Click Tool” to “Pencil Tool.”

(23) Add a Software Instrument Track. Hide Automation.

1If you get a message saying “Non-contiguous audio regions require the creation of a new audio file!” click “Create”
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Figure 7. Gluing Regions

Figure 8. Curved Automation

(24) Hold “command” and create a new MIDI Region (see Fig. 9).

Figure 9. The Pencil Tool

(25) Now create some MIDI notes (see GarageBand Soft Synths and MIDI Tutorials 1).
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2. Mixer and Bus Channels

When working in Logic Pro you should always use the “Mixer Window” to add effects, mix

Tracks etc.

(1) Open a new, empty, Logic Pro project.

(2) Create 2/3 Audio Tracks, making sure “Output” is set to “Output 1 + 2.”

(3) IMPORTANT: Save your project before you start editing anything.

(4) Drag audio files onto each Audio Track.

(5) Open the “Mixer Window” by pressing ‘X’ or clicking the “Mixer Button” (see Fig. 10).

Figure 10. The Mixer Window

(6) In the “Mixer Window” click the “EQ display” and add “EQ” to each Audio Track, try to

emphasise frequencies you want to hear and lower those you do not (see Fig. 11).

(7) In the “Mixer Window” use the “Pan knob” and “Volume fader” to mix the samples (see

Fig. 12). As you go make sure to watch the “Output channel” - this should never peak/go

red.

(8) Add Effects/Plug-Ins using the “Audio Effect slots.”

(9) Click the “Send slot” on one Track and choose “Bus 〉〉 Bus 1.”

(10) Repeat Step 9 for each of the other Tracks.

(11) Add some effects to the “Aux 1” Track (should have been created after Step 9).

(12) Use the “Send Level knob” on each Track to send each sample through the “Aux 1” effects

chain at different volumes (see Fig. 13).
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Figure 11. Adding EQ

Figure 12. Mixing with the Master Window

Figure 13. Auxilary/Bus Channels
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(13) Use the “Second Send slot” to create another Bus channel (use “Bus 2” this time).

(14) Repeat Steps 12-13 using the “Aux 2” Bus channel.
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3. Audio Editing

Logic Pro allows you to do many of the Audio editing techniques we covered when using Audacity.

However, in Logic some audio editing is destructive - this means that it actually edits the original

sample. As such it is important to follow these instructions (particularly steps 7-8)!

(1) Open a new, empty, Logic Pro project.

(2) Create an Audio track, making sure “Output” is set to “Output 1 + 2” (see Fig. 4).

(3) IMPORTANT: Save your project before you start editing anything.

(4) Drag an audio file onto the Audio Track - pick a sample with some silences, i.e. someone

speaking/sound object recording/etc.

(5) Right click (or “control” + click) the sample and select “Strip Silence” (Alternatively select

the sample and press “control” + ‘X’). In the “Strip Silence Window” (see Fig. 14):

Figure 14. Strip Silence Window

• Change the “Threshold” and “Minimum Time to accept as Silence” values until

most of the silence is unselected, but still leaves most of the desired audio and gives

you a decent number of “Regions.”

• Make sure The “Search Zero Crossing” box is highlighted

• Click “OK.”

(6) The original sample will now be divided into a number of different portions (see Fig. 15 &

16).

(7) IMPORTANT: Right click (or “control” + click) one of the portions of the sample and se-

lect “Convert to New Audio File(s)” (Alternatively select the sample and press “command”

+ “alt” + ‘F’).
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Figure 15. Sample before stripping silence

Figure 16. Sample after stripping silence

(8) Save the file using the following settings:

• Sample Rate: Original sample rate

• Bit Depth: Original bit depth

• File Format: AIFF

• Stereo Conversion: No change

• Dither Type: None

(9) The original portion will now be replaced by the converted audio file - this means that we

can edit the new file without altering the original.

(10) Select the converted sample and open the “Editor Window” (see GarageBand Audio

Samples Tutorial 2).

(11) In the “Editor Window” press “File” (see Fig. 17).

(12) From the “Functions” drop down menu select “Normalize.”

(13) Repeat Steps 7-12, exploring each of the following one at a time:

• Change Gain

• Fade In
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Figure 17. Sample Editor Window

• Fade Out

• Reverse

• Time and Pitch Machine
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4. Audio Effects

All of the effects in GarageBand are also in Logic Pro, but most afford significantly more control

in Logic. Here we will look at a couple of effects which are much more useful now that we are using

Logic.

4.1. Delay Designer.

(1) Open a new, empty, Logic Pro project.

(2) Create an Audio track, making sure “Output” is set to “Output 1 + 2” (see Fig. 4).

(3) IMPORTANT: Save your project before you start editing anything.

(4) Drag an audio file onto the Audio Track.

(5) Using the “Mixer Window” (see exercise 2) add the “Delay Designer” effect to the audio

track2.

(6) In the “Delay Designer Window,” click on the “Delay-Tap Timeline” to create multiple

‘delays,’ i.e. a multi-tap delay! (see Fig. 18).

Figure 18. Delay Designer Window

(7) Click and drag the letters designating the ‘taps’ to change the delay times.

(8) Turn off “Sync” and repeat step 7.

(9) Turn “Sync” back on and change the “Grid.” Repeat step 7.

(10) Change the “Swing” value, and repeat step 7.

(11) Now click the “Cutoff Tab.” Use the vertical lines directly above the letters designating

each tap to change the cutoff frequency of a filter for each ‘tap’ independently (see Fig.

19).

2HINT: “Delay 〉〉 Delay Designer”
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Figure 19. Delay Designer Window - editing individual taps

(12) Repeat step 11 for each of the other 4 tabs (Reso = Filter Resonance; Transp = Pitch Shift;

Pan = Panning; Level = Loudness).

(13) Click the “Feedback Button,” and change the “Feedback Amount” to add feedback to your

multi-tap delay line.

There is an alternative method of entering ‘taps’:

(14) Click the “Start” button once to begin recording (it will change to “Tap”). Click the “Tap”

(formerly “Start) button again to enter a delay tap. Press the “Last Tap Button” when

you have the desired number of taps (see Fig. 20).

Figure 20. Delay Designer Window - recording taps
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4.2. Space Designer.

(1) Open a new, empty, Logic Pro project.

(2) Create an Audio track, making sure “Output” is set to “Output 1 + 2” (see Fig. 4).

(3) IMPORTANT: Save your project before you start editing anything.

(4) Drag an audio file onto the Audio Track.

(5) Using the “Mixer Window” (see exercise 2) add the “Space Designer” effect to the audio

track3.

(6) In the “Space Designer Window,” use the “Rev Slider” and “Dry Slider” to change the

balance of reverb to dry signal (see Fig. 21).

Figure 21. Space Designer Window

(7) Change the “Sample Rate Slider” to “/2.” Note how the both the pitch and length of the

reverb drops (to exactly half of both).

(8) Repeat step 7, trying both “/4” and “/8.”

(9) Press the “Preserve Length Button” and repeat steps 7-8. Note how now only the pitch of

the reverb changes.

(10) Press the “Reverse Tab.” Note how the reverb tail is now reversed.

(11) Using the “Setting Drop Down Menu,” choose one of the “Large Spaces” (see Fig. 22).

(12) Repeat steps 6-11.

3HINT: “Reverb 〉〉 Space Designer”
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Figure 22. Space Designer Window - Changing Presets

(13) Repeat steps 11-12, comparing examples from each of the different categories (“Large,”

“Medium,” “Small,” and “Warped”) of spaces.

(14) Now for the fun part... Click the “IR Sample Load” button, and load one of your own

samples (see Fig. 23)!

Figure 23. Space Designer Window - Advanced

(15) Click the “Volume Envelope Tab,” then click and drag any of the “Envelope Breakpoints”

to change the envelope of the reverb.
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(16) Turn on the filter using the “Filter On/Off Button.”

(17) Click the “Filter Envelope Tab,” then click and drag any of the “Envelope Breakpoints” to

change the envelope of the filter cutoff on the reverb.

(18) Try each of the filter types using the “Filter Mode Knob” (HP = High Pass; BP = Band

Pass; 12dB & 6dB = Low Pass).

(19) Use the “Resonance Knob” to change the resonance of the filter.

(20) Repeat steps 6-10.

(21) Repeat steps 14-20. Compare using long and short samples. Try using noisy samples in

Space Designer and playing more ‘musical’ samples through them, and vice versa.
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5. Synthesisers

Unlike GarageBand, Logic Pro allows us to actually build our synthesised sounds from the

“ground up” - i.e. we can do more than just choose presets and slightly vary them. Get to

know each of the following synthesisers as well as you can, always start from the “Factory Default”

settings and create your sound by discerning listening and changing variables slowly to hear how

the sound morphs.

5.1. ES M.

The ES M synthesiser in Logic is a simple monophonic (i.e. only one note at a time) synthesiser

using one oscillators . Although this may seem limited at first the controls allow a broad range of

manipulation which can totally transform the sound. (P.S. single oscillator approaches are very

common in analog bass synthesisers.)

(1) Open a new, empty, Logic Pro project.

(2) Create a “Software Instrument” (MIDI) Track, making sure “Output” is set to “Output 1

+ 2” (see Fig. 4).

(3) IMPORTANT: Save your project before you start editing anything.

(4) In the “Mixer Window” (see exercise 2), use the “Instrument Slot” to load the “ES M

(Monophonic Synth)” onto your MIDI Track (see Fig. 24).

Figure 24. Changing Software Instruments

(5) Create a MIDI Region, and create some MIDI notes in the region - Make sure every note

has a different velocity and length (Hint: you’ll need to have the “Command-Click

Tool” set to “Pencil Tool.” See exercise 1).
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(6) In the “ES M Interface Window,” use the “Octave Buttons” to change the pitch of the

sound (see Fig. 25).

Figure 25. “ES M” synthesiser interface

(7) Use the “Wave Knob” to change the basic waveform - we can mix between a sawtooth

wave and a rectangular wave.

(8) Use the “Glide Knob” to set the amount the synth slides from one pitch to another.

(9) Use the “Filter Cutoff Knob” the change the centre frequency (frequency at which the

filter begins tapering off the volume of the sound - frequencies above this point become

progressively more quiet) of the low pass filter on the waveform.

(10) Use the “Filter Resonance Knob” the change the resonance (how much the filter emphasise

the frequencies surrounding the cut-off frequency) of the low pass filter on the waveform.
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(11) Use the “Volume Decay Knob” to change the amplitude envelope of the sound. Note the

ES M only lets us change the decay length (see Fig. 26). Compare high and low settings...

Figure 26. “ES M” synthesiser interface

(12) There are three controls which allow us to change how the filter acts over time. Change

the “Int Knob” to 0 (bottom left) and listen to how changes to the filter cutoff frequency

effect the sound. Now set the “Int Knob” to full (bottom right) and listen to how the filter

effects the sound.

(13) The “Filter Decay Knob” sets how long the filter is open for (i.e. how long it takes for it

to decay from the beginning of the note). With the “Int Knob” set to full, compare very

high and very low settings of the “Filter Decay Knob.” What happens if you set the “Filter

Decay Knob” to full but the “Int Knob” to 0?

(14) Set both the “Filter Decay Knob” and “Int Knob” to full. Change the “Velocity Filter

Knob” to full and see how it effects the sound (if you set each of your MIDI notes to

different velocities, step 5, you should notice a difference in the timbre of each note). What
20



happens if you set the “Velocity Filter Knob” to full but either the “Filter Decay Knob”

or the “Int Knob” to 0?

(15) Compare full and 0 values for the “Velocity Volume Knob.” As with the “Velocity Filter

Knob,” the “Velocity Volume Knob” changes the sound according to the velocity of the

incoming note - in this case lower velocity notes should be quieter...

(16) The “Overdrive Knob” adds distortion to the sound. Compare full and 0 values...

(17) Loop/repeat your MIDI Region so that it lasts for 16/32 bars.

(18) Create automation for each of the ES M parameters so that your sound morphs continuously

over the course of the loop.
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5.2. ES E.

(1) Open a new, empty, Logic Pro project.

(2) Create a “Software Instrument” (MIDI) Track, making sure “Output” is set to “Output 1

+ 2” (see Fig. 4).

(3) IMPORTANT: Save your project before you start editing anything.

(4) In the “Mixer Window” (see exercise 2), use the “Instrument Slot” to load the “ES E

(Ensemble Synth)” onto your MIDI Track (see Fig. 24).

(5) Create a MIDI Region, and create some MIDI notes in the region - Make sure every note

has a different velocity and length (Hint: you’ll need to have the “Command-Click

Tool” set to “Pencil Tool.” See exercise 1).

(6) In the “ES E Interface Window,” use the “Octave Buttons” to change the pitch of the sound

(see Fig. 27).

Figure 27. The “ES E” synthesiser interface

(7) Use the “Wave Knob” to change the basic waveform.

(8) Use the “LFO Intensity Knob” and “LFO Speed Knob” to further change the waveform

(“LFO” means Low Frequency Oscillator. This is an oscillator with a frequency below the
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audio range, i.e. 〈20 Hz, that is used to vary some other parameter of the sound over time.

In this case we are either varying pitch or amplitude, by inserting silence, depending on the

waveform - try to figure out when that change, from varying pitch to varying amplitude,

occurs).

(9) Use the “Filter Cutoff Knob” the change the centre frequency of the low pass filter on the

waveform.

(10) Use the “Filter Resonance Knob” the change the resonance of the low pass filter on the

waveform.

(11) Use the “Attack Slider” and “Release Slider” to change the amplitude envelope of the

sound (see Fig. 28).

Figure 28. The “ES E” synthesiser interface

(12) Change the “AR Int Knob” to change the amount of influence the amplitude envelope

has on the filter. Try:

• High “AR Int” with low “Filter Cutoff”

• Low “AR Int” with high “Filter Cutoff”

(13) Repeat steps 11-12.

(14) Use the “AR Int Zero Button” to completely negate the influence the amplitude envelope

has on the filter.

(15) Repeat steps 9-12.
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(16) Compare the full and minimum settings on the “Velocity Filter Knob.” If each of your MIDI

notes has a different velocity (step 5) you should notice far more variation in timbre with

the full setting. If not: set the “AR Int Knob” to a high value, and the “Filter Cutoff

Knob” to a low value, and then try again.

(17) Compare the full and minimum settings on the “Velocity Volume Knob.” If each of your

MIDI notes has a different velocity (step 5) you should notice far more variation in loudness

with the full setting.

(18) Change your MIDI melody so that all of the notes are the same pitch (still with different

lengths and velocities though).

(19) Repeat steps 15 - 17, exploring different settings for each of the knobs.

(20) Compare each of the chorus settings using the “Chorus Type Buttons.”

(21) Loop/repeat your MIDI Region so that it lasts for 16/32 bars.

(22) Create automation for each of the ES E parameters so that your sound morphs continuously

over the course of the loop.
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5.3. ES P.

The ES P synthesiser gives us all of the essential features of the ES M and ES E synthesisers with

a couple of extra features, so here we will just look at the additional features. Be sure to explore

all of the interface though and ensure you understand how everything works. NOTE: The ES E

allows polyphonic materials, i.e. multiple simultaneous notes.

(1) Open a new, empty, Logic Pro project.

(2) Create a “Software Instrument” (MIDI) Track, making sure “Output” is set to “Output 1

+ 2” (see Fig. 4).

(3) IMPORTANT: Save your project before you start editing anything.

(4) In the “Mixer Window” (see exercise 2), use the “Instrument Slot” to load the “ES P

(Polyphonic Synth)” onto your MIDI Track (see Fig. 24).

(5) Create a MIDI Region, and create some MIDI notes in the region - Make sure every note

has a different velocity and length (Hint: you’ll need to have the “Command-Click

Tool” set to “Pencil Tool.” See exercise 1).

(6) In the “ES P Interface Window,” use the “Waveform Sliders” to change the fundamental

waveforms in use (see Fig. 29). Try each slider individually first, i.e. with all the others

silenced, paying attention to the differences in timbre, and then try combine them together.

The waveforms available are, from left to right:

(a) Triangle

(b) Sawtooth

(c) Rectangle

(d) Rectangle 1 octave below

(e) Rectangle 2 octave below

(f) Noise

(7) Use the “LFO Knobs” to create constant variation in your sound - NOTE: “Vib” is short

for vibrato, i.e. pitch shifts, and “Wah” creates amplitude variations, i.e. tremolo.

(8) Use the “ADRS Sliders” to change the amplitude envelope of the sound:

• A: Attack - the length of time from the start of the note to full volume.

• D: Decay - the length of time from the maximum volume to the “Sustain” level.

• S: Sustain - the level the sound drops to over the “Decay” time.
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Figure 29. The “ES P” synthesiser interface

• R: Release - the length of time it takes for the level to drop to complete silence after

the note has been released (i.e. the end of your MIDI note).

(9) Explore different “Filter Cutoff” frequencies and “ADSR Int” values, with different ampli-

tude envelopes.

(10) Explore different settings for the “Velocity Filter Knob” (“Velo Filter”) - make sure every

note in your MIDI Region has a different velocity (see Fig. 30)...

(11) Press the “ADSR Int Zero Button” (see exercise 5.3) to urn off the influence of the am-

plitude envelope and note velocity on the filter. Now listen again. Test different “Cutoff

Frequencies” And “Filter Resonance” values.

(12) Change the notes in your MIDI so that the pattern contains both very high and very

low pitches. Set the “Filter Cutoff” to somewhere in the middle. As you listen note how

the low pitches have a much fuller and brighter (more relative high frequency content) than

the higher pitches. This is because the filter cutoff is fixed to one frequency, cutting out

everything above that.

(13) Try each of the “1/3,” “2/3,” and “3/3” buttons in turn. “3/3” means the

(14) Loop/repeat your MIDI Region so that it lasts for 16/32 bars.
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Figure 30. The “ES P” synthesiser interface

(15) Create automation for each of the ES P parameters so that your sound morphs continuously

over the course of the loop.
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5.4. EFM1.

The EFM1 synthesiser in Logic is a FM (Frequency Modulation) synthesiser. Although FM synths

are often used for melodic lines/chords/etc., they can be especially good for creating unique sound

objects. Try to focus on creating individual unique sounds rather than creating melodies etc. Often

you will find that a combination of settings work great for one pitch, but move it even a few notes

higher/lower and it will not be nearly as nice/interesting.

(1) Open a new, empty, Logic Pro project.

(2) Create a “Software Instrument” (MIDI) Track, making sure “Output” is set to “Output 1

+ 2” (see Fig. 4).

(3) IMPORTANT: Save your project before you start editing anything.

(4) In the “Mixer Window” (see exercise 2), use the “Instrument Slot” to load the “EFM1 (FM

Synth)” onto your MIDI Track.

(5) Create a MIDI Region, and create some MIDI notes in the region - Make sure every

note has a different velocity and to start just create long notes (Hint: you’ll need

to have the “Command-Click Tool” set to “Pencil Tool.” See exercise 1).

(6) In the “EFM1 Interface Window,” turn the “FM Intensity Knob” to 0 to start (see Fig.

31).

(7) Make sure the “Fixed Carrier Button” is toggled on and the “FM Depth Knob” is set to

0 (see Fig. 32), and experiment with different settings in the “Carrier Harmonic Knob.”

Note how the incoming MIDI notes do not change the pitch when “Fixed Carrier Button”

is toggled on.

(8) Repeat step 7, but this time turn the “Fixed Carrier Button” off - Note how the incoming

MIDI notes do change the pitch of the synthesised sound now.

(9) Repeat steps 7-8, but this time change the “Carrier Fine Tuning Knob.” Note how the

pitch changes achieved using the “Carrier Fine Tuning Knob” are much smaller than those

achieved using the “Carrier Harmonic Knob.”

(10) Use the “Volume Envelope Sliders” (ADSR Sliders) to alter the amplitude envelope of the

synthesiser.

(11) Use the “Velocity Volume Knob” to increase/decrease the influence that the velocity of

incoming MIDI notes have on the volume of the synthesised notes.
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Figure 31. The “EFM1” synthesiser interface

(12) Use the “LFO Knob” and “LFO Rate Knob” to introduce a LFO (Low Frequency Oscillator)

which causes changes in the pitch - Compare the 0 setting with maximum clockwise and

then maximum anti-clockwise. Note the difference in sound between both: anti-clockwise

should create “vibrato” (i.e. a smooth oscillation in pitch), clockwise oscillates the value

of the “FM Intensity Knob,” creating a fluctuation in the amount of FM. The effect of the

“LFO Rate Knob” should be apparent when you listen...

(13) Now turn the “LFO Knob” to 0, and try different settings for the “FM Intensity Knob.”

Note how higher values result in more high frequencies (i.e. a brighter timbre).

(14) Use the “Modulator Wave Knob” to change the waveform used to modulate the frequency,

again higher values should result in a brighter timbre.

(15) Now explore different combinations of settings for both the “Modulator Harmonic Knob”

and the “Carrier Harmonic Knob.” Start by setting both to 1 and go from there.

(16) Compare different settings of the “Carrier Fine Tuning Knob” and “Modulator Fine Tuning

Knob.” As with step 9, note how changes made with these controls are much more subtle.

(17) Turn the “FM Depth Knob” clockwise to the maximum value. (see Fig. 32).
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Figure 32. The “EFM1” synthesiser interface

(18) Now experiment with different settings for the “Modulation Envelope Sliders.” Start by

setting the Sustain (S) and Release (R) sliders to minimum and changing only the Attack

(A). You should notice that with a short Attack (A) the timbre begins with a lot of high

frequencies and then becomes softer/duller. With a long Attack (A) you should notice a

soft/dull beginning to each note and a gradual increase in upper frequencies. Now explore

each of the other “Modulation Envelope Sliders” in turn, note how the timbre of notes

changes over time with different settings.

(19) Turn the “FM Depth Knob” anti-clockwise to the minimum value. Repeat step 18. You

should notice more or less opposite results from those achieved in step 18.

(20) Set the “FM Depth Knob” to 0. Turn the “Modulator Pitch Knob” clockwise to the

maximum value.

(21) Repeat step 18, there should be noticeable glissandos/slides in the pitch of each note.

(22) Turn the “Modulator Pitch Knob” anti-clockwise to the minimum value.

(23) Repeat step 18, again there should be noticeable glissandos/slides in the pitch of each note,

but this time in the opposite direction to those achieved in step 21.
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(24) Repeat steps 17-23, but this time experiment with different amplitude envelopes (step 10),

whilst also exploring modulation envelopes, “Modulator Pitch Knob” settings, and “FM

Depth Knob” settings.

(25) Try different settings for the “Sub Osc Level Knob.” You should notice more bass frequencies

the higher the setting of this knob is.

(26) Use the “Unison Button” to turn on the unison effect - you should notice a ‘thicker’/‘fatter’/‘richer’

the sound, kind of like a chorus effect.

(27) Try different settings of the “Stereo Detune Knob.” Again higher settings should result in

a ‘richer’ sound, almost like a chorus effect.

(28) Repeat steps 7-27 and explore all of the different possible combinations.

(29) Now press the “Randomise Button.” Note all of the different variables are slightly changed.

Change the randomise percentage and press the “Randomise Button” again. This might

be a good way to get a number of different, but similar, sound objects...

(30) Loop/repeat your MIDI Region so that it lasts for 16/32 bars.

(31) Create automation for each of the EFM1 parameters so that your sound morphs continu-

ously over the course of the loop.
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Basic Logic Tutorial
MUSI 351 Sonic Arts 

Cooking with Logic 
a



Getting Started
Open Logic

Create an Empty Project

Create the number of Audio Tracks you want to start with

Here you can also determine your 
input device and output device

IF-FW/DM mkII

* These settings can all be changed 
later as you work in the project, but 

it’s easy to do it here first
** For the test you will not need an input device 
because the audio files will already be provided

IF-FW/DM mkII

*** Usually the default here is the correct one, 
above is the device for the Sonic Arts Lab



Getting Situated
Before you start cooking, you need ingredients and a clean countertop

Click the browsers tab

First off, check your sampling rate

You’ll find it here, 
 and make sure it says this

Then

and drag in all your 
lovely audio files, 
that you’ve already 

named in a way 
you’ll recognize

At this point you might see this dialogue box

Don’t panic, it just means some of 
your files were not recorded at 48kHz

Because you’ve already set your project sampling rate 
correctly, here you’d just convert the files to 48kHz



Getting Saved
At this point save your project

Logic will want to save your 
project in the “Logic” folder

But you want to save it into Documents instead

If you haven’t done it already 
you’ll want to make your own 

folder in Documents

Then you can name your project 
according to the conventions 

given in the guidelines

Also, make sure these 
are selected

Now, any time you want to move the project from one computer 
to another, or to the Sonic Arts lab, all you have to do is drag 

“Your Personal Folder” 
onto the server or a USB drive and everything will be there.

Remember your original Audio Files 
that got copied into your project?

I would recommend 
throwing those in 

“Your Personal Folder” 
as well. Just in case 

you accidentally make 
a destructive edit you 
don’t intend, you’ll still 
have the original as a 

backup



…now you’re cooking with gas!
* Pardon the cheekiness, but it’s going to continue

Your cooking utensils
Your Spices

Processing 
plug-ins 
found in 
the Mixer 
window 
under 

Audio FX

…a touch of love

Draw in automation 
with the Pencil Tool 
for realistic panning 
and volume curves

Fade Tool easily gets rid of 
clicks at the beginning and 

ends of cut sounds 
Or use Touch mode to 
“play” the automation in 

realtime



Plating the Food
* Ok, I’ll stop with the cooking analogy

When you’re finished (or running out of time), listen through intently to 
catch any awkward edits or mistakes (clicks, abrupt automation, 

metronome left on, etc.)  

Here might be a good time to 
listen through each track soloed, 
in order to pinpoint any weirdness

Now that you’re satisfied with 
your piece it’s time to bounce.

There are several ways to do this next step, so we have some options

1) Bounce Project or Selection 

This option bounces all the tracks including their 
automation and effects out to a separate audio file

You can set the beginning 
and end of the piece with the 

cycle area

This dialogue box will 
appear, 

make sure all the 
parameters are as the 

same as this image 



Bouncing cont.
Once you’ve clicked Bounce Logic will 
default to saving in the Bounces folder

That can stay because the Bounces 
folder is inside our Project folder, so just 

give it a proper name

Now you have an audio file of your piece which you can easily drag 
into a new project for performance.

The downside is, you had to create a new project to perform it, 
instead of using your original project

2) Bounce Regions in Place
A region is what Logic calls 

the audio within a given track 

region
track

& Bounce Tracks in Place

Here you select the track, then 
Bounce - Track in Place, 

and you get this dialogue box.
Here you select the region or regions, then 

Bounce - Regions in Place, and you get this box



Still bouncing
With Bounce regions in place you can select all the regions in 
all the tracks and bounce them to one track within the same Project

The parts

The sum

So, it’s the same result as a bounced 
Project or Selection except it stays in 
the arrange window you see here, 

instead of being saved to the 
“Bounces” folder



EXS Sampler Tutorial



First and foremost…
Before doing anything save your 
logic project and make sure the 
“EXS instruments and samples” 

tab is checked

This ensures that when you make 
your sampler all the audio files 

stay with the project, even if you 
move it around to other computers

Now you can open the 
sampler and off we go!



Loading in your sounds
First you want to open the “edit” window

This is what the edit window looks like!

From here you can load 
your sounds in two ways

1) You can load multiple samples from a folder
Click on the “Zone” tab and then “Load Multiple Samples”



Choose your folder of edited audio files
**This is when file management is 

very important

Click “Add All”

If you name the files “C1.aiff, C#1.aiff, D1.aiff, etc.” 
you can “auto map” them to those pitches

But for now, choose “Contiguous zones” and 
the default settings shown

This will fill the field with your 
samples and you can click 
“done” on the bottom right



Now each sample is mapped to a MIDI note



Alternatively you can drag and drop 
files into the sampler one at a time

However this way you will have to specify the 
“Key Range” for each sample

2) The other method… Drag ’n Drop



Pitch: If checked, each sample will be pitch shifted as it moves further away from its Key

Key: The note that corresponds to the original pitch of the sample
Key Range: How many notes that sample spans from the lowest to the highest (Lo & Hi)

1Shot: If checked, the sample will play out its full length regardless of how long it is held 

You can also move each sample around on the keyboard and lengthen its Key Range by dragging 
its little grey box.



Now that your samples are loaded, close the window 
and it will prompt you to save the sampler…do it.

Name it something and now this 
sampler will be found every time you 

open the session.  

You can also access this sampler to 
use in any other logic project, so 

putting the work in to make a good set 
of samples can pay off time and time 

again.

Ok, now for the fun stuff.



Envelopes, LFOs, and Filters, Oh My!
Many of these should look pretty familiar and their function is essentially the same as it 

would be in any synthesizer but now instead of working with computer generated 
sound we’re working with the audio you’ve recorded

The red box is indicating the modulation section.



DestinationsSources

Amount of 
modulation 

applied

The destinations are the parameters of the 
sound that you want the source to modulate.

For instance, if you want to make a wobbling sound 
by adjusting the Filter Cutoff rhythmically it’s easy.

Just set the Destination as the Filter Cutoff (parameter of your sound) 
  

and the Source as LFO 2 (thing that’s modulating it)

Experiment with different 
waveform types and 

rates of the LFO
As well as varying where the cutoff 

starts. Also, make sure it’s on.

Modulation Station!



One more stop! :D* Yes Ethan, stop…just stop

You can also use the ENV1 & 2 (Envelopes) 
as sources for modulation

ENV 2 automatically controls the 
amplitude of your sound so if you 

adjust this ADSR you’ll hear its 
affects immediately

One example of using an envelope could be that you want 
each note to dive down to it’s pitch when it is played

This controls cents 
now, which are 
measurements 

between pitches 
(100 cents = half 

step)

If you set your envelope to a short attack time 
and a slightly longer decay time it will jump to 

the higher pitch immediately and then come 
back down each time a note is struck 

  
(sustain would just hold your sound at the wrong pitch)
(release doesn’t have much affect on this sound)



These are just a few of the features of this very powerful sampler. But in order to make 
use of these effects, you need good sounds in the first place.  

So get out and record!

Keep in mind that these modulation effects are applied to all of the samples you’ve loaded into the 
sampler. If you have some percussive sounds mixed in with some longer sustained sounds you might 

struggle finding modulation that works for all of them. It is advisable then to make samplers with 
homogeneous sounds so your processing effects them similarly.



6. Compressor

(1) Open a new, empty, Logic Pro project.

(2) Create a “Software Instrument” (MIDI) Track, making sure “Output” is set to “Output 1

+ 2” (see Fig. 4).

(3) Select any synthesiser for the track, and ensure the “Velocity Volume Knob” is set to full.

(4) Create a MIDI Region, and within the Region create the same MIDI note four or five times,

with each note having a gap between it and the next note (no overlap), and each note also

having a lower velocity than the note before it.

(5) Now listen to the Region. You should here the same note repeated but getting quieter each

time. If not repeat Steps 3 - 4.

(6) Use the “Bounce-in-place” feature to create a new audio file with the repeated note in it

(see exercise 5.4). You should be able to see the gradual decrease in volume in the waveform

of the audio file that is created.

(7) Mute the original “Software Track” so that you can only hear the new audio file.

(8) In the ‘Audio FX Slot” (“Plug-ins Slot”) on the new Audio Track (step 6) choose:

“Dynamics 〉〉 Compressor” to select the Compressor effect.

(9) In the “Compressor Window” change the view to “Graph.”

(10) Begin by changing the “Ratio Knob.” Note how higher values result in the
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